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Active Minds National Conference attendees raise awareness for mental illness, stigma

By Utsav Gandhi

Did you know? 1 in 4 students live with a mental health disorder. 1,100 college students die by suicide annually, making it the second leading cause of death for students. 63% of students who need help don’t seek it out.

Twice as many college students drop out of academics because of mental health disorders than other students. 18-24 years of age is when mental illnesses are most likely to first present themselves. Source: Active Minds Inc., www.active-minds.org.

Over the past year, TechNews has been trying to highlight some of the important work that is being done at IIT’s Active Minds chapter. The conference was attended by over 600 students from across the nation. TechNews spoke to Russel Houser, Research Liaison for Active Minds at IIT and conference attendee.

Some of the conference highlights included the famous “Send Silence Packing” exhibit—a powerful display of 1,100 donated backpacks and regional stories representing the 1,100 college students who die each year, mostly because they were unwilling or unable to seek help due to lack of information. The Creative Programming Expo allowed chapters from around the country to showcase their own successful and innovative programming efforts.

Dr. Thomas Insel, director of the National Institute of Mental Health, singer/songwriter Midge Hatchenson (who has used music and writing as a lifelong way for people who are unable to reach out for help), and WNBA player Chamique Holdsclaw were just a few of the keynote speakers. A Ph.D student from IIT, Kristin Sokol, who is also the National Active Minds Emerging Scholar, conducted focus groups to gather feedback on a campus mental health campaign, modeled after the LGBT “Safe Spaces” sticker campaign, designed to promote an environment of solidarity and support for students with mental health concerns. Conference attendees also had the unique opportunity to take part in a pre-conference leadership training session led by the Wellstone Action Network. Sessions included interactive workshops on power, organizing, and membership recruitment, and how to apply these specifically to the national mental health movement. There were sessions to train students on how to passionately and accurately talk about sensitive issues, recruiting volunteers and maintaining student membership, applying for grants from the Active Minds Eric Trendell Chap- ter Development Fund Grant, creating collaborative relationships with the Counseling and Wellness Center, and a workshop on simple yoga exercises to de-stress anytime and anywhere. There were sessions on National Stress Out Day programming, explaining stigma to slowed common myths, addressing awareness and the pop culture body-type ideal of Barbie, touching out to students from various back-grounds and majors.

Look forward to some great events in the upcoming semester and beyond as the chapter makes its presence felt even more on campus.

Uttsav Gandhi

...continued on page 3...
By Ryan Hynes

This past Friday, student protestors at UC Davis were pepper-sprayed by police after the university’s chancellor requested that the police move to disperse the protestors. The video of this incident has since gone viral and has provoked both shock and outrage across the country.

The students were demonstrating as an extension of the Occupy Wall Street movement, which has historically over the last month for challenging the status quo and the inherent “one percent.” Occupy Wall Street seeks to return to the abuses of current financial and banking industries, and encourages peaceful protest.

Given the current state of economic affairs, it is easy to sympathize with the protestors. The recession is still in full swing, and the job market is abysmal. As a college student, the nation’s economic woes only exacerbate the problem of securing a job after graduation, and with scores of unemployed and underemployed professionals, the competition for what few openings there are is fierce.

Perhaps that is why it is the youth of this country that are so incensed by the abuses of the political machine and the blatant class favoritism that dominates our current political scene. Indeed, there is a rich history of young people protesting the status quo.

Chicago has its own dark past when it comes to youth in revolt. The infamous 1968 Democratic National Convention saw Grant Park transformed into a battlefield as young protestors protested the Vietnam War. Police responded savagely, beating the protestors and spraying tear gas from their “Daley Dozers,” heavily armored Jeeps surrounded by barbed wire.

It is impossible to be a student of this nation’s history and not see the parallels between Occupy Wall Street and the tumultuous nationwide riots of 1968. Something very diisimilar, though, is that technology has shifted considerable power to the protestors. Videos of the UC Davis incident, as well as the entire Occupy Wall Street movement, are easily accessible and are making police more accountable.

Already, two police officers involved have been suspended and there are cries for the chancellor of UC Davis’ resignation.

Technology and social media have had a transformative impact upon world politics and political reform. The Arab Spring was brought about largely through social media outlets like Facebook and Twitter, and the videos of police brutality drew an international response and prompted quick action from the UN.

The protestors at Occupy Wall Street hope to accomplish the same thing and are using the Arab Spring as a model for their own movement. You can follow the protestors on Twitter at #OWS, and I encourage it. Not because I feel some particular conviction for their message, but because these are exciting and transformative times, and as students, and the future of this nation, we have more influence than ever on its outcome.

UC-Davis protestors represent #OWS struggles

By Ryan Hynes

OPINION EDITOR

Excursions, trips, vacations, journeys, picnics, and any other synonyms for the word ‘adventure’ always make me super excited. I feel like eating chocolate. You love it so much that it excites you while eating, but it also makes you super nervous while thinking of its effect on your waist size. The night before I left for Berlin, I was in a state of similar mind.

The EuroRail or Eurail has received a bad reputation for being too expensive, but a ticket from one corner of Germany to another can cost as little as 10 Euros! So, I did some scouting around for the best deals to travel in Germany, German style. I memorized two words that my Tübingen flatmate told me: Falsa. Mitt: False literally translates German to “with travel.” It is a convenient car-pooling service where people on long-distance road trips offer empty seats in their car to some other people who want to make the same trip on the same day in exchange for cash, which mostly covers a portion of the gas price.

It is not really reliable in terms of urgency, but if there is a car listed going to the same place as you, it could work out – as it did for me. I didn’t know what to expect. I had a train already in mind and had a back-up option planned out in case the person who was driving turned out to be a nasty-looking dodgy person. That is very important though, checking out a plan B while using mit falsa.

As it turns out, I was lucky. My driver was actually a German family man who was driving with his wife and 3 kids to Berlin in a big van. He had 3 empty seats at the back and could find only me and one other student to fill them, so it was a comfortable ride for the 500-odd miles that we traveled.

Ah, Berlin! Phonetically, Bayreilien. Just so many things about this city that are so incensed by the abuses of the political machine and the blatant class favoritism that dominates our current political scene. Indeed, there is a rich history of young people protesting the status quo.

Chicago has its own dark past when it comes to youth in revolt. The infamous 1968 Democratic National Convention saw Grant Park transformed into a battlefield as young protestors protested the Vietnam War. Police responded savagely, beating the protestors and spraying tear gas from their “Daley Dozers,” heavily armored Jeeps surrounded by barbed wire.

It is impossible to be a student of this nation’s history and not see the parallels between Occupy Wall Street and the tumultuous nationwide riots of 1968. Something very different, though, is that technology has shifted considerable power to the protestors. Videos of the UC Davis incident, as well as the entire Occupy Wall Street movement, are easily accessible and are making police more accountable.

Already, two police officers involved have been suspended and there are cries for the chancellor of UC Davis’ resignation.

Technology and social media have had a transformative impact upon world politics and political reform. The Arab Spring was brought about largely through social media outlets like Facebook and Twitter, and the videos of police brutality drew an international response and prompted quick action from the UN.

The protestors at Occupy Wall Street hope to accomplish the same thing and are using the Arab Spring as a model for their own movement. You can follow the protestors on Twitter at #OWS, and I encourage it. Not because I feel some particular conviction for their message, but because these are exciting and transformative times, and as students, and the future of this nation, we have more influence than ever on its outcome.
Illinois Tech Cycling Team presents Bog Sprints

By Ryan Hynes
OPINION EDITOR

The Illinois Tech Cycling Team is hosting the second annual Bog Sprints Friday, December 2nd at 7:00 PM. The sprints consist of two bikes on computrainers, which hold the bikes in place and allow the riders to simulate a race. The trainers are linked to computer software that calculates the speed of each rider and projects a virtual image of the racers onto a screen.

The races are brief, lasting no longer than 30 seconds, and the winner of the race will move on to the next round of the competition. Illinois Tech Cycling’s sponsors have provided the team with several prizes to award to the winners of the sprints.

The Illinois Tech Cycling Team is a club sport, but competes in the Midwest Collegiate Cycling Conference against several big name schools including Michigan, Michigan St., Notre Dame, Ohio State, and Purdue to name a few. The Illinois Tech Cycling Team has experienced a lot of growth over the past few years, and is gearing up for another promising season.

Come blow off some steam before finals and meet the Illinois Tech Cycling Team for a night of fun and friendly competition. 7:00 PM, Friday, December 2nd at the Bog.

---

ESW impacts campus with events

By Harshita Iyer
TECHNEWS WRITER

The semester is coming to a close soon, and with finals around the corner, things are hectic and stressful. It has been a challenging semester, with lots of studies of students organizations keeping students busy (as if course loads didn't do that job well enough). One such student organization was ganGreen. IIT's campus sustainability organization, which is going through a transition phase to join Engineers for a Sustainable World (ESW). ganGreen joining a national organization and becoming one of its chapters, ganGreen will officially be renamed ESW, it will have resources outside of IIT.

The organization made its first ripple of the semester with Sustainability Week, in October, which was a week-long series of campus events: a farmers’ market, a green resource and career fair, movie screenings, and speaker events. (Acting upon the response received from the IJT student body, ESW will be organizing another one next semester.) For this month, they organized a speaker event with the Climate Reality Project, an organization headed by former Vice President Al Gore.

The event showcased various presentations to show the audience how much people are interested and concerned about climate change. There was also a tour of “The Greenest House in Chicago,” the Henequen Residence, this past Saturday. The LEED Platinum house is “net-zero,” producing no energy waste.

---

Students Speak survey results (continued from page 1)

Policy and procedural issues such as meal plan requirements and guest sign-in.

For the CMC, which actually showed an increase in four percentage points in satisfaction from the previous year, students new main pointed out aspects such as a lack in the availability of job opportunities and employers, a need for increased staff assistance, better service and opportunities for international students, and those with STEM majors as areas in need of improvement.

According to the students, Public Safety's main flaws include rude or uncaring behavior from officers, slow response time, lack of patrols, visibility and monitoring, and mediocre escort services and availability.

The most improved campus departures was the Office of Financial Aid. In comparison to past years, this department has gained strides in student satisfaction, especially involving student respect and accuracy of information.

The least improved campus departments were Student Life and Public Safety, which experienced consistent declines in student satisfaction.

New to the Students Speak survey this year was a section on capital priorities, which gave students the opportunity to choose where they would like to see the university's capital investments be applied. The outcome of this survey item was the indication by most students that improved classrooms, labs, and students should be the top capital priority, followed by new or improved indoor recreational and athletic facility.

So, what is the next step? In order for this survey to be effective, an in-depth analysis of the results, coupled with departmental responsiveness and the implementation ofstudent advisory groups to work alongside those departments in need of improvement, will be crucial. Initially, an executive summary of the survey will be presented to the provost and provost will talk about expectations and guidelines for departmental action planning, along with a strategy for following up on action plans. Definitely expect more articles regarding the Students Speak and its implications coming your way next semester.

---

Eid Ul Adha celebration @IIT

By Tanim Taher
TECHNEWS WRITER

On Saturday November 12, the Muslim Students Association (MSA) and the Pakistani Students Association (PSA) hosted the annual Eid Ul Adha party at IIT. Eid Ul Adha is one of the two biggest religious festivals of the year that Muslims around the world celebrate—the other being Eid Ul Fitr. The actual date of Eid Adha was November 6 and people traditionally celebrate the actual Eid day with friends and family. Typically, the Eid celebrations last for several days or a week afterwards—and the MSA/PSA party was the occasion to share the joys and festivities of Eid with the entire IIT community. Each year, MSA holds an Eid Ul Adha party at IIT, but this time, by partnering with the PSA, they were able to deliver the biggest Eid festival to date.

The party was held outside at Morton Park with a carnival theme. Some members of MSA thought that an outdoor party during the month of November might be a risky idea, but, fortunately, the weather that day turned out to be mostly sunny, with a 60-degree high. Nevertheless, to be on the safe side, the Campus Conference Centers (CCC) provided MSA with three large tents along with tables and chairs, and in case the weather did not cooperate. There were also tents for entertainers: a caricaturist, a balloonist, who made teddy bears, puppets, hearts, bracelets, and whatnot with balloons; a face painter; a henna tattoo artist; and the jewel in the crown, the great food. A restaurant called Al Bawadi catered. Eid, in Arabic, means a festival, and Eid Ul Adha means “festival of the sacrifice.”

During Eid Ul Adha, Muslims (those who can afford it) sacrifice an animal (usually a cow) in commemoration of Prophet Abraham’s willingness to sacrifice his own son to God. Muslims believe that this was a difficult task for which God wanted to test Abraham and his son, Prophet Ishmael, with, “They also believe that it was volunteered along with a sheep sacrificed in place of Ishmael, but before that God wanted to test how far Abraham was willing to go to obey the command of God. According to scripture, Abraham and Ishmael successfully passed this test from God, and so by God’s command, Muslims sacrifice an animal in commemoration and in honor of the great patience that these two prophets of God showed.

To Muslims, Eid Ul Adha also means being thankful for the food and livestock which God has provided, by giving the sacrifice of the farm animal for food. Also, charity and hospitality are important parts of Eid Ul Adha. Traditionally, one third of the meat from the sacrificed animal must be donated to the poor and homeless, and another third is to be distributed among friends, only one third is left for household consumption. Since charity is a main aspect of Eid Ul Adha, MSA and PSA organized a fund raiser through Islamic Relief USA and IT’s Office of Student Life (OSL). Throughout the week preceding the Eid party, and during the event itself, charitable funds were collected to help provide relief to those devastated by the recent floods in Pakistan.

MSA and PSA would like to thank all the volunteers, participants and attendees who helped make this Eid party so successful.
November Campus Sustainability forum discusses balance

By Brock Auerbach-Lynn

The IIT’s Sustainability Forum for the month of November was held on Friday 18 and it brought together environmental and business concerns for a unique discussion of the Triple Bottom Line. This approach to corporate decision making opposes the traditional focus on profit/shareholder value as the best means to achieve environmental ends. He stressed that having multiple objectives is difficult for any organization and creates conflicts if environmental and economic concerns do not align. A more realistic approach, Bilson said, is to bring environmental concerns into the single bottom line, making sure that bringing profitable requires environmental sustainability. This can be accomplished through correct pricing, such as pricing resources at their true cost, taxes and through strongly enforced environmental regulations. Bilson further noted that the best companies in most fields are already environmentally conscious. However, he noted that based on stock market analysis, many green firms tend to under-invest in environmental management and achieve low returns. Bilson concluded that companies need to integrate environmental considerations into their decision making while maintaining a focus on profitability.

Locke, of TerraLocke Sustainability Consultants, presented next and described the importance of being a balanced triple bottom line approach to corporate decision making. There is a huge opportunity for businesses to bring value to shareholders and society as a whole by expanding their traditionally narrow focus on profits. Locke agreed with Bilson that companies need to price resources efficiently if they are to incentivize correct actions, but he also stated that people value things for which no monetary value exists, adding in a structural flaw in the single bottom line perspective. On a national and global scale, issues such as education, wage rates, population growth and CO2 emissions require coordinated actions focused on achieving multiple objectives—something for which the balanced triple bottom line approach is far superior. Locke put forward that companies have an opportunity and the responsibility to escape the current zero-sum game, with a focus solely on profits. Locke concluded that companies need to utilize a triple bottom line approach to decision making in order to create a prosperous and environmentally sustainable future for everyone.

The presentations were followed by audience questions, including specifics on understanding barriers to triple bottom line thinking and valuing environmental components of brand equity. A question about company-led product recycling was handled by Bilson, who explained how government regulation and pricing incentives need to be established to turn these issues into costs for companies and consumers in order to stimulate recycling. Locke responded to a question on how to measure environmental and social aspects by stating that there are many potential metrics, including greenhouse gas emissions on the environmental side and community involvement (time or donations) on the social side.

While the two speakers cogently presented each side of the debate, most attendees seemed to lean towards a balance of the two, as each side had merit.

The next Sustainability Forum, scheduled for on Friday January 27, 2012, will focus on how to balance government regulations versus sustainable consumption decisions as a means to achieve sustainability objectives. For more information, email the OCES at campus.sustainability@iit.edu.

Photo courtesy of Office of Campus Energy & Sustainability
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By Ryan Kamphuis
A&E EDITOR

Quirky Québécois film meets comedy quota

When you were in high school, what did you take seriously? While most would answer with anything from class to dating to getting out of high school, there’s one person who would say communist revolution. “The Trotsky” is the tale of 17-year-old Leon Bronstein, a high school student in Montreal who is convinced that he is the living reincarnation of Bolshevik revolutionary Leon Trotsky.

Directed and written by Jacob Tierney, “The Trotsky” is a 2009 Canadian comedy starring Jay Baruchel as Leon Bronstein. Convinced that it is his duty to live the life of the famous Russian, Leon has his entire life planned out in front of him, including everything from multiple exiles, meeting someone named Vladimir Ulianov (who will later be changing his last name to Lenin), marrying an Alexandra that is 9 years his senior, and being assassinated. And while he is only 17, he needs to start now to be able to live up to his name. And start he does, leading everything from hunger strikes to coup d’états in the name of social justice.

The film is a high school comedy with a twist. Like other high school comedies like “Ferris Bueller’s Day Off” and “The Breakfast Club,” the central theme of “The Trotsky” is that of rebellion. Except in this case, instead of rebellion manifesting itself in the skipping of class or the flaunting of authority by not taking detention seriously, “The Trotsky” manifests its teenage rebellion through a refusal to accept society’s status quo when it comes to students. While there were many funny moments in the film because of this, many of the jokes might fall flat to most. The film is chock full of subtle jokes and references that will fly over most people’s heads due to the fact that they make references to everything from Trotsky’s life to political philosophy to historical events.

The one truly excellent thing that brings the entire film together is Jay Baruchel’s performance as Leon Bronstein. Baruchel’s performance is flawless, and he perfectly plays the dedicated, awkward but well-meaning individual that Leon is. Many scenes are saved by the dedication that Baruchel shows to his role – by the end of the movie you almost think you are watching a documentary about a real person, and that this character is not an actor.

One of the best parts of the whole movie is the feeling that everything happening in it could actually happen. As was said earlier, the root of this film is teenage rebellion against the apathy and boredom of high schoolers, and the status quo treatment of these students by administration and society. The things that Leon and his comrades are fighting against are the issues we all dealt with in high school and hated. What Leon is working for is something we all wanted to do: to rebel against what we hate and work to make it better. The film is just a crazy way of showing this base idea.

Overall, I would recommend seeing “The Trotsky” if you’re looking for a laugh and a trip back to your high school days. Not all the jokes may make sense, and some of the movie may seem downright crazy, but overall the movie leaves you entertained and feeling good. And for some, myself included, the film may be inspirational – bring you up to stop accepting the status quo, and work to make things better. And any film that can make you laugh while convincing you to go out and make things better has got to be good!
The First Day of the Rest of My Life

By Adin Goings

ART EDITOR

Man, I couldn't even stay away from coffee for one day. This is a serious problem.

You're what?

Y’know coffee addiction is a serious problem. You should see a therapist, that’s what I did for my raging kleptomania.

Nothing. Oh hey, what’s that over there?

数独

The word Sudoku, above, is actually the abbreviation of Suuji wa dokushin ni kagiru, meaning “the digits must be single” or “the digits are limited to one occurrence.”


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The word Sudoku, above, is actually the abbreviation of Suuji wa dokushin ni kagiru, meaning “the digits must be single” or “the digits are limited to one occurrence.”


The word Sudoku, above, is actually the abbreviation of Suuji wa dokushin ni kagiru, meaning “the digits must be single” or “the digits are limited to one occurrence.”

By Graeme Port

The support. We play much better with the Black Eyed Peas and Manny Pacquiao. "I've had the opportunity to meet some really cool people, like Bruno, during the summer and they will be lifelong friends. We had fun, we partied hard, and I trained hard. Though I am completely committed to the IIT Scarlet Hawks, I cannot wait until next summer when I will once again get to play for my country." I ask Rixer where he sees himself in three years time after graduating from IIT. "I believe anything is possible with enough work. As I tell my fans on my daily website chat with them, to succeed you must believe. You only need to look at the careers of other Filipino superstars: the guy no one knows from the Black Eyed Peas and Manny Pacquiao. With very little, they grew to be icons of a generation and that’s what I must aim to achieve." For IIT Soccer’s own Robert Rix on December 20 2008. For IIT Soccer’s own Robert Rix

Robert Rixer: Living life in the fast lane

By Ciara Kohli-Lynch

IIT have appointed Mike Vander Heyden as the new director for Intramurals and Recreation. Mike spent the last three and half years at Roosevelt University in Chicago where he was responsible for their recreation and wellness programs, as well as managing the student center. Prior to his time at Roosevelt, Mike was a graduate assistant for Intramural Sports and Athletic Facilities at Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology in Terre Haute, Indiana.

This spring, students, faculty, and staff will see a number of intramural sports again being offered, including traditional sports like 3-on-3 and 5-on-5 basketball, volleyball, and dodgeball, and other non-traditional intramural offerings, including indoor ultimate Frisbee, indoor flag football, video game tourneys, and indoor floor hockey.

There will also be several fitness classes offered with students, faculty, and staff. The schedule is still being finalized for the spring semester but it will offer a variety of classes to fit everyone’s fitness needs. Mike says, "I’m definitely looking forward to working with students and providing the best programs possible to suit their needs. Honestly, not too many people can say they love what they do for a living, but I can.

For information on the intramural and recreation classes on offer please visit the official intramural and extramural sports website.

Any questions regarding intramurals and recreation can be sent to Mike at mvanderh@iit.edu.

Congratulations to all three starlet I have discovered instantly why he has garnered such admiration amongst the female Azkals supporter. His chiselled features and snake-like eyes hide a modest yet uncompromising persona.

I did not make it onto the field, I believe the whole squad contributed immensely to the 4-0 victory. I just hope that in the future I can do even more to further the Azkals cause." Riker, collecting the commitments meant that he has not been able to represent the Philippines since his summer exploits. I ask him how this separation has made him feel. "It hurts, I am not going to lie. "It’s overwhelming my every step, the constant rumor mill, the beautiful women and the celebrity lifestyle, as long as my performances and the Azkals team morale is not damaged. "I’ve had a bit of a surprise, “Rixer tells me at his flashy apartment in Chicago’s South Loop. "I had been playing well for the under 23, and when coach Weiß gave me the call I was humbled."

Over the weekend the Hawks swimming and diving team competed at the three-day Phoenix Invite at the University of Chicago. Some outstanding swims and dives were seen throughout the meet by both the men’s and women’s teams.

Over the men’s team finished 5th out of 9 and the women’s team 8th.

In the 200-yard medley relay, the team of seniors Morgan Curran, Julia Duarte, junior Aimee Dauterive and senior Melanie Koto finished 11th overall with a time of 1:59.83. The men’s team of senior Carlos Tejero, junior Eric Grunden, sophomore Felipe Bergh and senior Dylan Maus took 6th overall with a 1:39.34, while the team of seniors Felipe Bergh and senior Dylan Maus took 6th overall with a 1:39.34.

In the women’s 400-yard Individual Medley, Dewante finished 10th with a time of 4:31.89 and Curran finished 11th (4:52.12). For the men, Bodzay took 5th (4:15.47) while Bergh finished 12th (4:28.77) and in the 200-yard freestyle relay, the women’s team of Dewante, freshman Matt Rosenfeld, freshman Billy Baia, sophomore Michael Bodzay and senior Tommy Chojnacki took 7th with a 1:44.42.

In the men’s 200-yard IM, Bodzay took 7th overall for the Hawks with a final time of 2:00.17, while Grunden took 9th (2:00.75) and Bergh took 12th (2:03.04). In the men’s 500-yard freestyle, sophomore Toni Pruzan- sky took 13th overall with a 5:03.61, and in the 100-yard breaststroke, Grunden finished 7th with a 1:01.53, while Baia took 16th with a 1:05.10. In the 200-yard backstroke, Tjere finished 3rd overall with a 1:53.61, a new school record for the Hawks, while Bodzay finished 6th with a 1:58.75 and Rosenfeld finished 11th with a final time of 2:05.31.

Pruzanisky took 13th in the men’s 100-yard freestyle (49.88), and in the 400-yard freestyle relay, the women’s team of Dewante, Curran, Duarte and Koto took 10th (8:37.95) while by the women’s team of Dauterive and Den, Bodzay, Pruzansky and Bergh took 4th (7:20.28) in the men’s 1-meter Diving, junior Ian McNair finished 4th overall with a final score of 421.75, while sophomore Jefferson West finished 9th (263.80) and freshman Ian McNair finished 4th overall with a final score of 421.75.

From the men’s and women’s teams of Dewante, freshman Matt Rosenfeld, freshman Billy Baia, sophomore Michael Bodzay and senior Tommy Chojnacki took 7th with a 1:44.42. In the women’s 200-yard breaststroke Grunden finished 10th with a 2:05.31. In the men’s 200-yard freestyle relay, the women’s team of Dewante, freshman Matt Rosenfeld, freshman Billy Baia, sophomore Michael Bodzay and senior Tommy Chojnacki took 7th with a 1:44.42.

S taff Writer

Swim, dive teams finish Phoenix invite

By Melanie Koto

Cross country represents at nationals

By Graeme Port

Freshman Courtney Rouse finished 93rd out of those 323 with a final time of 19:23, and freshman Abby John finished 127th with a final time of 24:08. Out of 312 men who raced 8th with a final time of 27:33. Out of 312 men who raced finishing really, besides study and work out at the Keating. "Noth..."
Come on Barbie, let’s go party!!

Union Board

Fall General Body Meeting

Tuesday November 29 - 1:00pm
MTCC Auditorium

FREE FOOD AND BUNCH OF FUN!!!!

visit ub.iit.edu for more information